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List of Abbreviations 

 
ADB   Asian Development Bank 
 
CRS   Catholic Relief Services 
 
CSU   Caraga State University 
 
DA   Department of Agriculture 
 
DA-RAFID  Dept of Agriculture – Regional Agriculture and Fisheries Division   
 
FBD   Flat bed dryer 
 
IRRI   International Rice Research Institute 
 
LA   Learning Alliance 
 
NGO   Non-Governmental Organization 
 
PH   Postharvest 
 
PhilRice  Philippine Rice Research Institute 
 
RAFD   Reversible air-flow dryer 
 
SDC   Swiss Agency for Development Cooperation 
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1.0  RATIONALE 
 
The Philippines Postharvest Learning Alliance (LA) is a multi-stakeholder network 
established to pilot, verify, and scale out improved technologies and management 
practices to reduce postharvest losses and increase farmer incomes.  A chief means 
for achieving this is through the development of sustainable enterprise models to 
foster adoption of locally suited technologies.  As such, the Learning Alliance 
network seeks to integrate diverse actors to share learning and experiences to foster 
sustainable adoption and ”collaborative entrepreneurship”.  This participatory 
approach includes researchers, extension workers, international and local NGOs, 
farmer groups, and private sector manufacturers, dealers, and service providers. 
 
This Writeshop builds upon previous Learning Alliance activities, including 
participatory trials of hermetic storage technologies and training with reversible air-
flow dryers (RAFD).  As such, the purpose is to introduce decision-making tools to 
local partners and “first users” of improved PH technologies so they may evaluate 
their own “business cases” for adoption in an enterprise-specific context.  
 
 
1.1  Workshop Objectives 
 
Hence participants learned how to: 
 

1) Write-up their hermetic storage trials using the business case decision-making 
tool to help end-users determine whether or not to adopt Super bags.  In 
doing so, we will help local partners and end-users quantify in financial terms 
the added profit or savings to their own enterprise. 
 

2) Use a business plan as another type of tool to analyze new enterprise 
opportunities for PH technologies, communicate a viable business case for 
adoption, and help actors access capital (e.g., bank loan, micro-finance, or 
other funding.)  In doing so, we will use the first successful business plan 
(funded by CRS) as a real-case example of a paddy and seed drying 
enterprise with farmers that is now being implemented with LA support.  
 

3) Identify additional communication strategies for sharing successful business 
cases for postharvest technologies and lessons learned.  For example, the 
Learning Alliance could help partners develop video “testimonials” based on 
business case write-ups of Super bag trials.  Or the LA could facilitate venues 
for presenting actor-specific business plans to attract financial institutions or 
other agents of public and private sector support. 

  
 
1.2 Participants 
 
Participants represented a diverse range of organizations including: PhilRice, IRRI, 
DA-Regional Agricultural and Fisheries Division (RAFID), Catholic Relief Services 
(CRS), Caraga State University (CSU), the Santo Niño Multipurpose Cooperative, 
Taguibo IPM Irrigators Association, GrainPro, and smallholder farmers.   
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A total of 24 participants attended the two-day 
event.  Day One (business case write-ups for Super 
bag trials) had 24 participants, including 7 farmers 
from Abilan Village.  A smaller but dedicated group 
of 16 participants worked on Day 2 towards actor-
specific business plans for adoption of RAFDs. 
(Group photo, left) 
 
 
2.0 THE WRITESHOP 
 

Day One consisted of how to help end-users who have trialled Super bags “make” a 
business case for deciding whether to adopt.  In Day Two, a more sophisticated tool, 
a business plan, was introduced to local partners interested in analyzing their own 
business case for installing reversible air-flow dryer (RAFD) technology tested and 
verified by PhilRice last year.  IRRI Communication Specialist, Trina Leah Mendoza, 
wrapped up each day with a discussion of next steps for communication strategies to 
aid outscaling.  (See Appendix 2 for Writeshop Agenda.) 
 
2.1  Day One - “How to Make a Business Case”  
 

Day one began with a brief Powerpoint presentation (Alfred) on “How to make a 
business case for IRRI Super bags” using the questionnaires, protocols, and 
information gathered from Super bag trials.  (See Appendix 3)  The goal was for 
participants to learn how to evaluate a business case, including quantify “added-
value” to the end-user’s enterprise.   Hence the business case decision-making tool 
can be used to help end-users determine whether or not they should adopt IRRI 
Super bags (or another technology). 
 
Learning objectives for Day One included how to: 
  

1. Define what is a “business case” and its uses as a decision-making tool and 
what information is needed; 
 

2. Calculate economic “value-added” to an end-user’s enterprise through 
adoption of an improved technology; 
  

3. Write-up and “make” an actual business case for someone who has trialled 
Super bags for use as a communications tool. 
 
  

  
A business case… 

 

 Is a decision-making tool that makes a persuasive economic 
argument in favor of a particular course of action.  

 

 Can be communicated in different ways (video, poster, oral 
argument, slides, etc.)  
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Functions of a business case:  
 
 Prescribes a particular course of action.  
 Details the benefits in terms of profit.  
 Compares a proposed action to an alternative or current state. 
 Proposes a “go” or “no-go” decision. 

       “Should I or shouldn’t I use Super bags?”      

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Group Activity: “My business case for using Super bags” 
 
Participants were asked to “write-up” information from their Super bags trials which 
included: 

 

1) Pre- and post-trial questions for end-users 
2) Trial protocols (current practice vs. Super bags), 
3) Cost-benefit calculation sheet for determining additional profit to the end-

user’s enterprise.  
 
The Taguibo Farmers’ Irrigators Association and newly arrived individual farmers 
from Abilan used trial instructions and questionnaires to depict on flip-chart paper 
with colored cards what info they already know and what info they need to gather 
from their trials.  (Chris and Roland were invited to Abilan Village the next day to 
demonstrate and help set up additional Super bag trials for 5 representative 
smallholders.) 
 
Farmer Marilyn Aranas from the Sto Nino Multipurpose Cooperative brought 
complete information from trials and chose to use Powerpoint slides to present her  
“business case” for adoption.  She depicted the “4 components” of her business case 
below: 
 

2. My Farm Enterprise description 
 
My family produces rice on 4-ha of land with 
organic farming technology.  We plant rice 
twice a year.  Our average yield per hectare 
is around 120 cavans.  I sell rice (milled at the 
cooperative) to nearby communities.  I also 
sell my good seeds to farmers who cannot 
afford to buy seeds from accredited seed 
growers; uses 80 kg of certified seeds per ha; 
I sometimes store good seeds 3-4 months for 
next planting season, but I often buy certified 
seeds from accredited seed growers as well.  
Grains for milling I stored up to 5 months. 
 
(lots of different enterprise activities here!) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. My Personal Details 
 
Marilyn Aranas, female farmer  
 
Member  
Sto. Niño Multipurpose Cooperative 
Sto. Niño, Butuan City 
 
Happily married to a retired US army 
serviceman;  
 
Loves farming and gardening since a child 
 
Got into farming after 23 years of working 
in a private trading company  
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3. My Profit Calculation 
 

Current Practice – PP bags 

Amount of seeds used per season 80 kg/ha

Germination Rate 82%

Seed Rate 75.2 kg/ha

No. of seasons 2

Seed Stored in Super bags 

Germination Rate 94%

New Seed Rate 65.6 kg/ha

Amount of Seeds Saved  9.6 kg

Market Price of Seeds 30/kg

Total Additional Profit Peso 288/ha

(Cost of SB) x (No. of SB needed for 1st 
season) 

If Pesos 100/SB x 6SBs = Pesos600 first 
season of use 

Additional Net Profit per 1st season 
and every season thereafter 
 
 (Note: Super bags can be re-used if not 
punctured) 

If Pesos100/bag, I make P552 profit the 1st 
season;  
2nd season and every season thereafter I 
make Pesos1,152 profit (until the Super 
bags breaks and needs replacing.) 

4. Post-trial questionnaire and comments 
 
“As we can see above, the Super bag costs P100, I spend P700 per season, or 
P1400/yr.  However, even though I only stored my seeds 3 months, I save in seed 
alone Pesos 1,152 per season.  This is my profit and much more than the cost of a 
Super bag.” 
 
“I want to use Super bags again and I will also tell my fellow farmers to use Super 
bags in storing their seeds.” 
  
“Using Super bags will not only bring savings from reduced seed rate, but will enable 
farmers to plant, harvest and sell rice on time, to benefit from higher market prices.  
(Marilyn explained that farmers who are able to harvest just prior to the harvest 
season, when rice prices tend to peak, command better prices for their paddy.) This 
additional profit is not included above.  Super bags can help farmers store good seed 
and not have to worry about govt certified seed programs supplying them on time for 
planting and then having to harvest late when paddy prices are low.)  Thus Super 
bags can help farmers store their seeds longer and still be assured of good seed 
germination and well-timed harvest.” 
  
“But I am worried about the price of Super bags because it has just increased.   I 
hope Super bags will be made available locally at a farmer-friendly price. 
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The last comment from this farmer was based on a talk by Dan Guevarra, GrainPro’s 
rep, earlier that morning regarding a possible retail price of Pesos 200 to a farmer.  
GrainPro has not yet signed up any distributor for the Philippines but we were 
informed they expect to finalize an agreement with Pacifica Agrivet shortly. 
 
Privately, I discussed with Dan the importance of farmers having local retail supply of 
Super bags as we are getting inquiries from end-users who want to buy (or co-ops 
wishing to sell to farmer members) but with nowhere to purchase.  Even having an 
agricultural inputs dealer carry a dozen bags in a town near to where a “cluster” of 
farmers have trialed Super bags would help verify whether farmers will indeed 
purchase them (and also verify our approach to building sustainable markets).   
 
We also calculated the Marilyn’s profit based on a “hypothetical” price of P200/Super 
bag, double the current price.  Using Marilyn’s business case as a framework, it’s 
about breakeven after two seasons, or one year.  Based on comments from farmers, 
recovering cost of Super bags after 2 seasons, or 1 full year, may be a bit much.  
(Obviously, farmers would prefer the current USD 2.50/bag vs. USD 5.00/bag!) 
 
In any case, the above is just one farmer’s business case.  We will use this 
writeshop to hopefully get more information from different farmer enterprises which 
will have different business cases to be made.  There isn’t just one type of farmer!  
 

 Group Discussion & Next Steps 
 
At the end of Day One, Trina led a discussion of next steps: 
 

1. The Taguibo Farmers’ Irrigators Association will open their Super bags in mid-
April following 6 months of storage and complete the questionnaires for 
writing up their trials as a business case.  (Similar to the above example.) 
 

2. Seven individual farmers from Abilan Village present will trial Super bags 
using the questionnaire and protocols for examining their business cases for 
using Super bags.  (Chris and Roland were invited to Aliban and helped set 
these up the following day.) 
 

3. Dr. Raquel Balanay, lecturer in economics from Caraga State University, has 
agreed to assist local partners with trial write-ups.  (She is also checking 
whether her students might be interested in helping, though unfortunately the 
school year is coming to a close.) 
 

4. Earlier that morning, Trina showed a sample video “testimonial” of one farmer 
seed grower in Camarines Sur who is using Super bags.  (This was an 
excellent well-made video but lacked specific technical and business case 
details of the user.)  A number of participants suggested multiple testimonials 
and farmer business cases could be made into video clips for sharing and 
presenting to target groups for outscaling.  Posters/flyers were another idea. 
Radio plugs were also suggested (though less-targeted and more expensive.) 
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5. As GrainPro is still “in the midst” of appointing a distributor for the Philippines, 
they could potentially use trial write-ups to garner interest from retailers to 
carry minimal stock especially in places where trials are underway or being 
planned.  (I think any future trials should be linked to a nearby retailer to 
create better farmer-supply chain linkages…so we’re not in the supply chain.)  
GrainPro could also adapt business case write-ups could as part of point-of-
sale information sheets.  
  

2.2  Day Two: “Making a business plan” 
 

During Day 2, we introduced the use of a slightly more complex tool, a business 
plan.  Day Two included participants from the Sto. Nino Multipurpose Cooperative 
and the Taguibo Farmers’ Irrigation Association both of whom are interested in 
piloting the PhilRice-tested reversible air-flow dryer (but lack capital as well as an 
articulated business plan). 
 
Learning objectives for Day 2: 
 

 What is a business plan?  What are they for?  Why should we use one? 
 Components of a business plan 
 Use of the business plan template    

 
As such, Day 2 began with a brief Powerpoint from Dexter Ona (Engineer, PhilRice) 
to review costs and benefits of the RAFD.  A presentation (Alfred) then introduced  
business plans as a somewhat more sophisticated decision-making tool for 
analyzing and communicating one’s business case.  (See Appendix 4) 
 
 

 

A business plan is a tool that....  
 

• Describes a particular actor’s enterprise or business model (i.e., how a 
firm intends to create, capture, and deliver value to a customer).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
  

A business plan can be used to: 
 
1. Analyze an existing business model or enterprise. 

2. Evaluate prospects and risks for a newly proposed business. 

3. Allocate resources efficiently, chart business goals, and minimize risks. 

4. Communicate one’s business to employees, customers, banks, and other 
stakeholders. 

5. Attract additional capital (e.g., bank loan, investors, or other funding). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 CRS:  Business Plan for paddy drying services 
 
Lionel Mendoza, Program Leader for CRS, was invited as a guest presenter from 
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Davao to share a successfully-funded business plan on behalf of local partner, 
Kaanib Foundation.  The Kaanib Foundation is assisting farm communities in  
 
Mindanao establish new agro-enterprises.  Lionel, and Kaanib Foundation 
representative, Ms. Erlinda Sayago, both participated in our Post-production Course 
last October and subsequently the foundation developed the first business plan for 
piloting the PhilRice reversible air-flow dryer as a contract services business model 
for farmers.  Drying remains a major bottleneck leading to significant postharvest 
losses, two growing seasons were described as “wet” and “very wet”.  Based on this 
completed business plan, and technical support from PhilRice and the PH Project, 
fabrication of components and installation are already underway.  Thus the 
presentation served to showcase a successful example of a business plan, and how 
their local partner went about making one, which was then funded by CRS based on 
a real business case for a new but technically verified technology.  (See Appendix 5) 
 

 Group Activity: My business plan info 
   
As a group activity, participants were 
divided into two groups, one for the Sto. 
Nino Multipurpose Cooperative, the other 
the Farmers’ Irrigators Association.  
Using the Business Plan template 
(comprised of over 100 questions) 
participants used flip chart paper and 
colored cards to depict: 
 

1. What info is known? 
2. What info do we need to gather? 
3. Who will do this/by when? 

 
At day’s end both groups presented what 
they had and next steps in plenary.  
Raquel Balanay of CSU assisted 
facilitating this activity and agreed to 
follow up with both organizations, 
especially regarding the financial analysis 
section, which appears to be particularly 
difficult for newcomers to business plans.  
A target date of roughly in 6 weeks time 
(mid-May) was agreed to have first drafts 
of these two business plans.  

COMPONENTS OF A BUSINESS PLAN* 

1. Executive Summary 

2. Firm Description 
• Mission, Goals, Objectives 
• Products & Services 

3. Market Section 
• Macro-environment 
• Micro-environment 
• Marketing Plan 

4. Management (people) 

5. Operations (machines & 
processes) 

6. Financial Section 
• Income statement 
• Cash flow Projection 
• Balance sheet 
• Breakeven Point 

7. APPENDICES 

* See Business Plan Template for details 

 

 Group Discussion and Next Steps 
 
Trina again led the discussion at the end of the day regarding communication 
strategies for business plans.  Alfred shared one activity, the “business not-as-usual 
forum” in Cambodia (January 2012) that including micro-finance institutions,  
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provincial agricultural depts, and farmer leaders.  At this event, local micro-finance 
institutions introduced various loan products and services and one farmer presented 
his business plan for a mechanical dryer – a tool that financial institutions  
immediately recognize.     
 
Our group decided that a business forum could also be held in the Philippines 
tentatively around September 2012.  Participants will present their business plans to 
target groups (e.g., Department of Trade and Industry-Department of Agrarian 
Reform, Department of Science and Technology, Rural Bank of Cabadbaran, and 
other relevant organizations such as local government units and non-governmental 
organizations (NGOs).  Alfred suggested organizing a field trip to the PhilRice dryer 
site in the afternoon of the forum to demonstrate the technology in actual operation.  
 
One farmer, Mr. Atega, best summed up the day’s activities by saying, “We farmers 
have been given many things to try and do business, but we’ve never been helped 
with how to make a business plan.” 
 

3.0 WRITESHOP EVALUATION 
 
The following are some anonymously collected comments and suggestions from 
participants regarding the Writeshop (i.e., what they liked and what they thought 
could be improved): 
 

“Very interesting writeshop” 
 
“Addition of more knowledge through the business plan” 
 
“Very cooperative all the facilitators” 
 
“Good resource speakers and venue” 
 
“Very interesting to know the preparation of the business plan” 
 
“Good venue and food abundant” 
 
“One thing that can be improved is the speaking of vernacular language or 
better translation so we can understand clearly” 
 
“I hope the speakers will visit us frequently to augment our knowledge” 
 
“I like the topic on how to prepare a business plan proposal best” 
 
“It will be good if we can be given an endorsement or back-up to financing 
institutions” 
 
“The venue is too cold”  
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4.0 APPENDICES  

APPENDIX 1: List of Participants 
 

 Name Brgy/Organization Cellphone No. 

1 Adelina C. Subreviga Abilan 09289822594 

2 Rebecca P. Beronilla Abilan  

3 Hermelina B. Saducas Abilan  

4 Gina B. Calonge Abilan 09296689971 

5 Rosalina N. Berondo Abilan 09262099835 

6 Pedro Serrano Abilan  

7 Marlyn S. Berondo Abilan 09058808879 

8 Anastacio G. Espiritu Taguibo IPM Irrigators Association 09205341311 

9 Romy S. Lasco Taguibo IPM Irrigators Association 09189513234 

10 Plenio C. Atega, Jr. Sto. Niño Multi-Purpose Cooperative 09212743586 

11 Marilyn O. Aranas Sto. Niño Multi-Purpose Cooperative 09086169061 

12 Olivia S. Suganob DA RAFID XIII 09214551457 

13 Aurell P. Arais DA RAFID XIII 09392446797 

14 Gertrudes S. Fortun City Agriculturist Office, Butuan City  

15 Mila G. Salamingan Agriculture Office- Buenavista  09183623517 

16 Raquel M. Balanay Caraga State University 09066793571 

17 Lionel Mendoza Catholic Relief Services 09175913508 

18 Dan Guevarra GrainPro 09175547341 

19 Dexter P. Ona Philippine Rice Research Institute 09278122346 

20 Chris Cabardo International Rice Research Institute 09175894122 

21 Rowell Dikitanan International Rice Research Institute 09159111488 

22 Jennifer Niem International Rice Research Institute 09239595593 

23 Trina Mendoza International Rice Research Institute 09214560014 

24 Alfred Schmidley International Rice Research Institute 09175964315 



APPENDIX 2: Writeshop Agenda 
 
DAY ONE – “Business case Write-ups for hermetic storage” 

Time Activity description Learning Objective Deliverables Methodology Responsible 
person  

 
8:00-8:30 

 
Registration 

    
DA, CSU, IRRI 

 
8:30-9:00 
 

 
Opening Program 

Intro participants & 
organizations, roles, and 
acknowledgements, 2) goals 
& objectives of meeting, 3) 
leveling of expectations 
 

  
 

 
Raquel & Al 
 
 

 
9:00-9:30 
 

 
Presentation: “Making a 
Business Case for Super 
bags” 

What is a “business case”, 
uses as a decision-making 
tool, how to develop one 
based on HM storage trial 
results with end-users 

 
Slides w/ printed hand-
outs 

 
In plenary 

 
Alfred 

 
9:30-9:45 

 
Video: A farmer’s 
business case for using 
Super bags 

 
An example how we can 
make a business case to 
communicate w/ others about 
hermetic storage  

Video w/open 
discussion 
(ideas to be discussed 
at day’s end) 

 
In plenary 

 
Trina 

 
9:45-10:15 
 

 
Powerpoint: Farmer Al’s 
business case for using 
Super bags –  
 
 

 
Participants see another 
example and learn about the 
components of a business 
case & what’s important 

 
Powerpoint slides 
detailing components 
of a SB business case  

 
Plenary 

 
Alfred 

MORNING BREAK 
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10:30-11:15 

 
Group Activity:  
“Your Business Case 
Write-up” 

Groups make basic outline 
with key info from SB trials 
(e.g., end-user details, trial 
results, economic 
cost/benefit, and end-user 
post-trial learnings) 

“Outline” of business 
case using flip chart 
and colored cards 
detailing what’s needed 
and what they current 
know or possess. 

Flip Chart paper, colored 
cards, tape; Groups lead by 
partner who over saw SB 
trials write down trial details 
on colored cards, tape to flip 
chart outline. 

 
Alfred & Raquel 
(roving)  
Chris, Dexter, Rowell, 
Trina 
(table facilitators) 

 
11:15-12:00 

GrainPro presentation: 
“Building a retail supply 
network in the Philippines” 

Discuss next steps for 
supporting local end-users 
with retail supply 

 
 

 
Plenary, open forum 

 
Dan Guevarra 
GrainPro 

LUNCH 
 
1:00-3:15 

 
(Cont’d) 
Group Activity:  
“Your Business Case 
Write-up” 

 
Participants learn how to 
“write-up” their end-user’s 
business case using 5 
Powerpoint slides with info 
from their trials 

Flip charts or 5 
Powerpoint slides with: 
1) end-user’s details, 2) 
end-user’s enterprise 
decription, 3) end-user 
SB trial results, 4) 
cost/benefits to end-
user enterprise, 5) end-
user post-trial 
comments on his/her 
trial and future use of 
Super bags 

Working groups lead by local 
overseeing partner w/ using 
Super bag trial data and 
questionnaires 
Outputs can potentially be 
written up later as 1-page 
Word doc, with end-user 
photo & interview comments 
as a communications tool?) 

 
Raquel & Alfred 
(roving)  
 
Chris, Dexter, Rowell, 
Trina 
(table facilitators) 

AFTERNOON BREAK 
 
3:30-4:15 

 (Presentation of business 
case slides from group 
activity) 

Shared learning (what’s 
missing from my business 
case, how to improve, etc.?) 

Powerpoint slides and 
flip charts (w/ next 
steps for completing 
any missing info) 

 
Plenary (w/ prize for 
“winning” group) 
 

 
Raquel & Alfred 

 
4:15-5:00 
 

Communication strategies 
for hermetic storage 
business cases 

 List of ideas for next 
steps 

Plenary discussion  
Trina 

 
5:00-5:15 

Game Show “Quiz” and 
closing 

Reenforcement of day’s 
learnings 

 Question cards, participants 
who answer correctly get a 
small prize  

 
Chris 
 

DINNER 
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DAY TWO – “Using a Business Plan” 
Time Activity description Learning Objective Deliverables Methodology Responsible person  

 
8:00-8:30 

 
Registration 

    
DA, CSU, IRRI 

 
8:30-9:00 

 
Opening Program 

Goals and objectives for Day 
two, leveling of expectations 

   
Raquel and Alfred 

 
9:00-9:30 

 
Presentation:  
“How to make a Business 
Plan” 

 
Introduction of business plan 
tool, its uses, and template  

 
Powerpoint w/ 
business plan template 

 
Plenary 

 
Alfred 

 
9:30-10:15 

 
CRS Presentation: 
Business Plan for 
reversible flow FBD(?) 

 
Sample business plan for 
farmer community adoption 
of RAFD 

 
Powerpoint slides and 
hard copy of business 
plan 

 
Plenary 

 
Lionel Mendoza, CRS 
representative 

MORNING BREAK 
 
10:30-12:00 

 
Group Activity: 
Using a Business Plan 
Template – Let’s get 
started”  

 
Identification of business plan 
components via use of 
business plan template 

Flip chart outline of 
business plan sections 
w/ needed info on 
colored cards 
(or written bullet 
points) 

Working groups making 
business plan for dryer, use 
colored cards and flipcharts 
identifying needed info 
(what they currently have vs. 
need to get)   

 
Alfred & Raquel 
(roving)  
Chris, Dexter, Rowell, 
Trina 
(table facilitators) 

LUNCH 

 
1:00-2:30 

 
Activity (cont’d) 

 
Begin making their own 
business plan outline w/ info 
they have and identify what 
info they need to get.  

Flip Chart paper 
highlighting  
1) What info we have, 
2) What info do we 
need to get? 3) How? 

Working groups w flip chart 
paper and coloured cards. 
(Outputs can be later put into 
Word doc/business plan 
template to fill “gaps” and 
meet bus. plan essentials. 

 
Alfred & Raquel 
(roving)  
Chris, Dexter, Rowell, 
Trina 
(table facilitators) 
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2:30-3:15 
 

 
Group presentation: 
“Our business plan: gaps 
& next steps” 

 
Shared learning 

 
Business plan flipchart 
outline w/  
1) identified info, 2) 
info  “gaps”, 2) how to 
fill them, 3) target date 

 
Working group reps of those 
who are making business 
plan for RAFD present in 
plenary 

 
Raquel and Alfred 

AFTERNOON BREAK 

 
3:30-4:00 
 

 
Planning of Next Cycle of 
Learning (and work plan 
next steps) 
 

    
DA, PhilRice and IRRI 

 
4:00-4:45 

 
Identifying 
communication needs for 
Business Plans 
 

    
Trina 
 

 
4:45-5:15 

Program Closing 
(Reflections on learning 
and dartboard evaluation)
 

Assess group’s knowledge on 
business plans in a fun way 

Assessment “target” 
chart 

  
Chris & Raquel 

 



APPENDIX 3 - “Making a Business Case for Hermetic Storage”  
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APPENDIX 4: “INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS PLAN TOOL” 
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APPENDIX 5:  CRS Presentation – Business Plan for RAFD 
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APPENDIX 6: Photos of Group Activity Outputs (Days 1 & 2) 
 

      
 

    
(Above) Farmers present info on flip charts of needed info for making a business 
case for use of Super bags 
 

  
(Above) Draft Outline of needed info for Sto Niño MPC’s Business Plan 
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(Above) Draft Outline of needed info for Taguibo IPM Irrigators’ Association’s 
Business Plan 
 

   
(Above LEFT) Farmers write information needed assisted by Helen and Trina 
(Above RIGHT) Raquel and Alfred discussing the outputs with the farmers 
 
-----------------------------------  
End of Document 
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